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Various DNA sequence-based methods for species delineation have recently been developed to assess the
species-richness of highly diverse, neglected invertebrate taxa. These methods, however, need to be
tested under a variety of conditions, including the use of different markers and parameters. Here, we
explored the species diversity of a species-rich group of braconid parasitoid wasps, the Neotropical genus
Notiospathius, including 233 specimens from 10 different countries. We examined sequences of two mito-
chondrial (mt) (COI, cyt b) and one nuclear (wg) gene fragments. We analysed them separately as well as
concatenating the mt data with the general mixed Yule-coalescent (GMYC) model for species delineation
using different tree-building methods and parameters for reconstructing ultrametric trees. We evaluated
the performance of GMYC analyses by comparing their species delineations with our morphospecies
identifications. Reconstructing ultrametric trees with a relaxed lognormal clock rate using the program
BEAST gave the most congruent results with morphology for the two mt markers. A tree obtained with
wg using the programs MrBayes + Pathd8 had the fewest cases of incongruence with morphology, though
the performance of this nuclear marker was considerably lower than that of COI and cyt b. Species delim-
itation using the coalescent prior to obtain ultrametric trees was morphologically more congruent with
COI, whereas the Yule prior was more congruent with cyt b. The analyses concatenating the mt datasets
failed to recover some species supported both by morphology and the separate analyses of the mt mark-
ers. The highest morphological congruence was obtained with the GMYC analysis on an ultrametric tree
reconstructed with cyt b using the relaxed lognormal clock rate and the Yule prior, thus supporting the
importance of using alternative markers when the information of the barcoding locus (COI) is not concor-
dant with morphological evidence. Seventy-one species were delimited based on the congruence found
among COI, cyt b and morphology. Both mt markers also revealed the existence of seven potential cryptic
species. This high species richness from a scattered geographical sampling indicates that there is a
remarkable number of Notiospathius species that remains undiscovered.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The species as a taxonomic unit has long been used for measur-
ing the biodiversity and abundance of living organisms in ecosys-
tems (Gaston, 2000). Many groups of organisms, however, only
have a small fraction of their species described. This is especially
the case in highly diverse invertebrate groups, for which it would
be virtually impossible to know the number of species in the near
future employing morphology-based studies alone. The recent
introduction of standardised DNA sequence fragments (Hebert
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et al., 2003a; Lahaye et al., 2008; Monaghan et al., 2005) together
with the development of DNA sequence-based methods for species
delineation (Blaxter, 2004; Pons et al., 2006; Monaghan et al.,
2009; Yang and Rannala, 2010) are proving to be robust tools to
help unveil biodiversity in a fast, accurate way. In particular, a
�650 base-pair fragment of the mitochondrial (mt) cytochrome
oxidase I (COI) gene has rapidly been adopted by the scientific
community as the ‘‘barcoding’’ locus for sequence-based identifica-
tion of many animal groups (Hebert et al., 2003b; Hajibabaei et al.,
2007; Miller, 2007; Janzen et al., 2009).

Barcoding analyses for species delineation are frequently car-
ried out using a Neighbour-Joining (NJ) distance analysis that
graphically displays divergences among sequences. This pheno-
gram is composed of clusters of sequences, which are considered
the taxonomically neglected, highly diverse, neotropical parasitoid wasp
r and morphological approach. Mol. Phylogenet. Evol. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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as ‘‘barcoding’’ species based on whether they are separated by
previously defined divergence distances (e.g. Hebert et al., 2004;
Smith et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2005). This has proved to be a valu-
able procedure in cases in which there are too many species to be
identified within a limited timeframe (e.g. Smith et al., 2009), for
detecting cryptic species (e.g. Burns et al., 2008a; Hebert et al.,
2004; Pauls et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2008), for associating mor-
phologically different semaphoronts (e.g. Miller et al., 2005; Gat-
tolliat and Monaghan, 2010; Pinzon-Navarro et al., 2010) or for
associating sexes within a species (e.g. Sheffield et al., 2009). These
analyses, however, have been criticised since they employ arbi-
trary sequence divergence criteria for delimiting species. Establish-
ing sequence divergence values is based on the premise that
nucleotide substitution rates follow a fixed clock-like pattern. This
is problematic since it is now generally accepted that rates can
vary over time and across taxa (Drummond et al., 2006). In insects,
for example, molecular clocks have often been used arbitrarily,
without taking varying substitution rates between markers and
taxa into account (Papadopoulou et al., 2010).

The recent development of rigorous, quantitative sequence-
based methods for species delineation is changing the way biodiver-
sity is studied, since they take into account theory concerning
processes that have led to speciation, e.g. reproductive isolation,
independent limitation, and divergent selection (Barraclough,
2010). These novel methods, however, need to be tested under a
variety of situations, and the effects of different markers and param-
eters on accuracy must be scrutinised. Various approaches have
been created to test for independent limitation (e.g. Meyer and
Paulay, 2005; Blaxter et al., 2005; Hong et al., 2006; Pons et al.,
2006), that is, the separate coalescence of different populations,
which results in distinct clusters of sequences separated from each
other by longer internal branches (Barraclough et al., 2003; Birky
et al., 2005). One of these approaches, the general mixed Yule-coa-
lescent (GMYC) method (Pons et al., 2006; Fontaneto et al., 2007),
seeks to identify independently evolved lineages (species) as the
most likely point of transition from coalescent to speciation branch-
ing patterns on an ultrametric phylogenetic tree with branch
lengths scaled to time. In a recent study, this method gave accurate
species boundaries estimates using three different mt markers in
several highly diverse, taxonomically neglected insect taxa from
Madagascar (Monaghan et al., 2009).

Since the GMYC method requires an ultrametric tree with
branching rates based on clock-like assumptions, selecting the
appropriate priors and branching pattern parameters for tree
reconstruction is critical for delimiting species accurately. Various
programs have been developed to estimate ‘‘relaxed’’ molecular
clocks (e.g. r8s: Sanderson, 2003; multidivide: Thorne and Kishino,
2002; Pathd8: Britton et al., 2007; BEAST: Drummond and Ram-
baut, 2007), most of which require a previously built phylogram
from which the divergence time estimates are calculated. Of these
programs, BEAST is the only one based on a Bayesian method that
simultaneously reconstructs a phylogeny with branch lengths that
can be scaled to time. Two uncorrelated, relaxed clock branch rate
models are available in this program, the lognormal and the expo-
nential models; the first one assumes that rate changes occur along
branches, and the second assumes that rates change at the nodes of
the tree independent of their branch lengths (Drummond et al.,
2006; Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). In addition, the random lo-
cal clock model applies different rates to sub-sections of the trees
(Drummond and Suchard, 2010). BEAST can also implement differ-
ent tree priors, with the coalescent and Yule priors being used for
population-level and species-level data, respectively (Drummond
et al., 2006).

The Neotropical braconid parasitoid wasp genus Notiospathius
Matthews & Marsh (Doryctinae) represents a prime example of
a species-rich, morphologically conserved insect taxon. Only 32
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species have been described for this genus to date (Zaldívar-Riverón
and De Jesus-Bonilla, 2010; De Jesús-Bonilla et al., 2011), although
its actual diversity is much higher, with a large, undetermined
number of species distributed from northern Mexico to north-
ern Argentina (Zaldívar-Riverón, unpublished data). Species of
Notiospathius appear to be concentrated in tropical, lowland regions,
though some species have also been recorded in more elevated, tem-
perate zones (Zaldívar-Riverón et al., unpublished data).

In this study we investigate the species boundaries of Notios-
pathius collected in several different localities. We applied GMYC
analyses employing two mt [COI and cytochrome b (cyt b)] genes
and one nuclear (wg) marker separately; we also concatenated
the two mt gene fragments, and tested a variety of methods and
parameters for reconstructing ultrametric trees with branch
lengths scaled to time. We then evaluated the performance of
the datasets examined and of the sets of methods and parameters
applied for tree reconstruction in the GMYC analyses by comparing
their species boundary estimates with our morphospecies
identifications.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Specimens sampling

A total of 270 specimens of Notiospathius were obtained from col-
lecting excursions carried out from 1993 to 2010 in several localities
spread throughout 10 Neotropical countries, with many of the
sampled localities only represented by one or two specimens. Of
these we were able to generate sequences for 216 specimens (see
Supplementary material – S1). We follow De Jesús-Bonilla et al.’s
(2011) taxonomic change and consider Hansonorum as a junior syn-
onym of Notiospathius. Species previously assigned to Hansonorum
were distinguished from those of Notiospathius by having a basal
tubercle on the hind coxa; the presence/absence of this structure,
however, was shown to be highly homoplastic within Doryctinae
(Zaldívar-Riverón et al., 2007, 2008). We included four specimens
belonging to the small genera Masonius (two specimens) and
Tarasco (two specimens), which are currently represented by one
and three described species, respectively. These two genera
appeared intermingled in a clade with species of Notiospathius in
previous molecular phylogenetic studies (Zaldívar-Riverón et al.,
2007, 2008), suggesting paraphyly of the latter genus. COI sequences
of twelve additional specimens (10 Notiospathius and two Masonius)
from a previous study (Zaldívar-Riverón et al., 2010) were also in-
cluded. In addition, one specimen of Spathius was used for rooting
all phylogenetic trees. Specimens were preserved in 95% to absolute
ethanol until they were subsequently processed for DNA sequenc-
ing. A list of specimens included in this study, their voucher
numbers, locality details and GenBank accession numbers is in the
Supplementary material (S1). Specimens are deposited in the
Colección Nacional de Insectos, Instituto de Biología, Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México and the Hymenoptera Institute Col-
lection, Lexington, Kentucky.
2.2. DNA sequencing

We generated sequences of two mt markers: 529 base-pairs
(bp) of the COI gene, which comprises most of the barcoding re-
gion, and a 344 bp fragment belonging to the cyt b gene. These
are two of the most widely used mt genes for phylogenetic analy-
ses of closely related taxa, as well as for phylogeographic and pop-
ulation genetic studies in animals, especially insects (Lin and
Danforth, 2004; Simmons and Weller, 2001; Simon et al., 1994).
A fragment (410 bp) of the nuclear wingless (wg) gene was also se-
quenced. DNA was extracted for all the collected specimens with
the taxonomically neglected, highly diverse, neotropical parasitoid wasp
r and morphological approach. Mol. Phylogenet. Evol. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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the DNeasy blood and tissue extraction kit (QIAGEN�) using a non-
destructive technique, where a whole individual is left to digest
overnight in 100 ll of QIAGEN’s ATL buffer and 20 ll of proteinase
K. The liquid is then passed through the kit’s columns following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Specimens were washed twice with
distilled water after being incubated and were subsequently dried,
mounted, and labelled.

Amplifications of the selected DNA fragments were prepared in
a total volume of 25 ll, with 2.5 ll of 10 � PCR buffer, 1 ll of
MgCl2, 0.25 mM of each dNTP, 0.4 lM of each primer, 0.2 ll of plat-
inum Taq polymerase (Invitrogen�), 5 ll of DNA template and
12 ll of ddH2O. PCRs were carried out using the primers co1NotF1
(50-TAG AAT TAG GTA TAC CDG G-30) (newly developed) and LEP-
R1 (50-TAA ACT TCT GGA TGT CCA AAA A-30) (Hebert et al., 2004)
for the COI fragment, Cyt b fwd (50-TCT TTT TGA GGA GCW ACW
GTW ATT AC-30) and Cyt b rev (50-AAT TGA ACG TAA AAT WGT
RTA AGC AA-30) (Belshaw and Quicke, 1997) for the cyt b fragment,
and Wg_1 (50-GAR TGY AAR TGY CAY GGY ATG TCT GG-30) and
Wg_2 (50-ACT ICG CRC ACC ART GGA ATG TRC A-30) (Brower and
DeSalle, 1998) for the wg gene fragment. PCR cycling conditions
were as follows: for COI, an initial denaturing step of 1 min at
94 �C, followed by 35 cycles of 94 �C for 30 s, 48 �C for 45 s and
72 �C for 1 min, and a final extension step at 72 �C for 7 min; for
cyt b and wg an initial denaturing step of 2 min at 95 �C followed
by 35 cycles of 95 �C for 1 min, 54 �C for 1 min and 72 �C for
1 min 30 s, and a final extension step at 72 �C for 10 min. PCR prod-
ucts were either purified using Millipore columns (Millipore�) and
sequenced on an ABI Prism 3100 Genetic Analyzer, or sent directly
to the High-Throughput Genomics Unit at the University of Wash-
ington (http://www.htseq.org/index.html).

All sequences were edited using Sequencher 4.1.4 (Gene Codes
Corp.) and aligned by eye. A few of the COI and cyt b sequences
were slightly length variable and thus their alignments were con-
firmed by translating their nucleotides to amino acids with the
program MacClade version 4.06 (Maddison and Maddison, 2000).
The wg sequences were not length-variable and therefore their
alignment was straightforward.
2.3. Phylogenetic reconstructions and species boundaries analyses

We first conducted separate sequence-based analyses employ-
ing the GMYC method for the mt and nuclear markers. For several
of the older specimens, sequences could not be obtained due to
DNA degradation, and therefore there was a considerable mis-
match between the COI, cyt b and wg datasets generated. For com-
parative purposes, we therefore created two datasets for each mt
marker: one for which sequences of a given specimen were ob-
tained for both mt markers (COIcommon, cyt bcommon), and the other
with all available sequences for each marker (COIall and cyt ball). In
addition, two more datasets were created, one concatenating the
mt sequence data of specimens for which both mt gene fragments
were obtained (bothcommon), and another containing all mt se-
quences generated for both mt markers (bothall), considering those
sequences that could not be obtained for one of the markers as
missing data. The COIcommon and cyt bcommon datasets were first
run with the sets of methods and parameters outlined below in or-
der to generate ultrametric trees for the GMYC analyses that
yielded the most congruent species delineation based on compar-
isons with morphospecies identification. In contrast, the two con-
catenated datasets (bothcommon, bothall) were only run with the
four sets of parameters and methods that yielded species delinea-
tions that were most congruent with morphology in the separate
GMYC analyses performed with COI and cyt b. The number of wg
sequences obtained was considerably lower than those of COI
and cyt b. We therefore only ran the sets of methods and
Please cite this article in press as: Ceccarelli, F.S., et al. Species identification in
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parameters for ultrametric tree construction (detailed below) with
the complete wg dataset.

One set of methods first executed a partitioned MCMC Bayesian
analysis with MrBayes version 3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck,
2003). This analysis consisted of two independent runs of
20,000,000 generations each, sampling trees every 1000 genera-
tions. All datasets were partitioned into first, second and third co-
don positions and the appropriate nucleotide substitution model
[GTR + C + I (Lanave et al., 1984) for the three codon positions of
the mt gene fragments; GTR + C for the 1st and 3rd, and Kimura
2-parameter (Kimura, 1980) for the 2nd codon position of the wg
gene fragment], chosen with MrModeltest 2.3 (Nylander, 2004)
in PAUP version 4.0b (Swofford, 2001), was applied to each parti-
tion. A majority consensus tree with branch lengths was recon-
structed for each run after discarding the first 15,000 sampled
trees. The Bayesian phylograms were then passed through the pro-
gram Pathd8 (Britton et al., 2007) to obtain an ultrametric tree
with branch lengths using the MPL (Mean Path Length) method
(Britton et al., 2002). The same phylograms were also passed
through the program r8s version 1.71 (Sanderson, 2003), using
the penalised likelihood (PL) method (Sanderson, 2002) and the
smoothing factor was established by first running a cross-valida-
tion test on the input files.

In addition, the separate mt and nuclear datasets were analysed
using Bayesian methods with the program BEAST version 1.6.1
(Drummond and Rambaut, 2007), running MCMC chains for 20
million generations, sampling trees every 1000 generations, and
using the GTR + C + I substitution model in all matrices but with-
out partitions. We conducted six relaxed clock analyses by combin-
ing three branching rate clock models [lognormal (�l), exponential
(�e) and random local (�rlc)] clock models, with two tree priors
[constant Yule’s speciation (�y) and coalescent (�c)] in order to
identify which combination yielded the results that were most
congruent with morphology. The last 1000 sampled trees obtained
in each analysis were employed to reconstruct a maximum clade
credibility tree with the program TreeAnnotator version1.6.1 (part
of the BEAST package, Drummond and Rambaut, 2007), using the
mean heights option.

The ultrametric phylogenies recovered with the MrBayes/
Pathd8, MrBayes/r8s and BEAST analyses were subjected to GMYC
analyses implemented in the SPLITS package (available from
http://r-forge.r-project.org/projects/splits/) with the program R
2.10.1 (R Core Development Team, 2009). A list of delimited
‘‘GMYC species’’ (described in the program’s output as ML entities)
was compiled from the graphical output of the GMYC analysis in R.

2.4. Comparisons between GMYC species and morphospecies

Specimens for which we were able to generate a sequence of at
least one marker were morphologically examined in order to com-
pare the number of morphospecies distinguished with the number
of GMYC species recovered in each of the above analyses. Morpho-
species discrimination was performed based on examination of 31
diagnostic characters that were selected from the taxonomic liter-
ature (Matthews and Marsh, 1973; Marsh, 2002; De Jesús-Bonilla
et al., 2011). A table with our discriminated morphospecies and
the 31 characters scored for all the individuals that were se-
quenced in this study can be found in the Supplementary material
(S2).

For the separate and combined data sets, we selected the results
that were most congruent with our morphospecies identifications.
We measured this congruence as the lowest number of morpho-
species that were fused, divided, or whose specimens were placed
in alternative groupings (termed ‘‘misplaced’’) with respect to the
GMYC species. A misplaced morphospecies was identified as one
having one or more specimens placed in a clade together with
the taxonomically neglected, highly diverse, neotropical parasitoid wasp
r and morphological approach. Mol. Phylogenet. Evol. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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Table 2
Number of GMYC ‘‘species’’ recovered and outputs obtained from the single-threshold
GMYC analyses performed for the two mt markers examined.

T NC NS MS CI L0 LGMYC LR

COIcommon 65
e-c �0.05 20 68 66–82 555.1 564.8 19.3*

e-y �0.46 22 71 68–103 313.2 317.4 8.4
l-c �0.13 19 69 61–78 574.2 603.3 58.2*

l-y �0.2 19 69 64–82 358.2 390.5 64.6*

rlc-c �0.02 22 65 61–78 652.7 678.9 52.4*

rlc-y �0.16 20 75 62–82 367.2 392.8 51.2*

MB + d8 �0.07 18 60 59–75 538.8 563.7 49.9*

MB + r8s �10.6 19 67 62–73 124.3 91.7 65.2*

cyt bcommon 65
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specimens belonging to a different morphospecies. We considered
misplaced and fused morphospecies in the GMYC analyses as a fail-
ure of the markers to identify morphologically distinguishable spe-
cies. The presence of divided morphospecies into two or more
GMYC species on the other hand was considered to represent po-
tential cryptic or pseudocryptic (sensu Sáez and Lozano, 2005) spe-
cies. We followed a conservative approach and preferred the GMYC
analyses that yielded the lowest number of cryptic species. The
analyses with the sets of methods and parameters for the mt data-
sets that were most congruent with morphology were also em-
ployed in GMYC analyses with the COIall, cyt ball, bothcommon and
bothall datasets; this allowed us to explore the species diversity
contained in all of our sequenced specimens.
e-c �0.05 20 79 70–104 505.0 509.7 9.6
e-y �0.18 19 86 80–100 374.3 378.9 9.2
l-c �0.3 20 74 61–87 295.4 306.0 21.3*

l-y �0.2 23 73 62–86 341.1 362.1 41.9*

rlc-c �0.02 24 79 75–85 579.1 594.7 31.0*

rlc-y �0.24 23 69 61–81 383.9 398.9 30.0*

MB + d8 �0.05 23 71 2–76 530.4 564.2 67.5*

MB + r8s �0.1 22 69 60–77 468.5 488.5 40.0*

wg 54
e-c �0.01 9 109 2–120 501.0 503.0 4.0
e-y �0.11 10 108 1–115 336.7 338.0 2.5
l-c �0.01 20 71 67–77 735.9 742.2 12.6*

l-y �0.11 11 105 1–115 331.5 332.9 2.7
rlc-c �0.001 9 102 1–120 811.6 813.1 3.0
rlc-y �0.004 6 113 1–120 479.0 480.0 2.4
MB + d8 �0.9 20 51 33–62 550.9 554.2 6.7
MB + r8s �0.42 24 46 42–65 262.5 266.2 7.5

bothcommon 65
l-c �0.06 22 77 67–88 483.5 507.9 48.8*

l-y �0.15 21 79 73–87 366.2 394.1 56.0*

MB + d8 �0.03 23 79 69–84 526.7 567.1 80.9*

MB + r8s �0.03 22 81 76–85 541.1 568.1 54.1*

Ultrametric tree reconstructions with the following parameters: e-c/e-y = relaxed
exponential clock rates using coalescent or Yule tree priors in BEAST, respectively;
l-c/l-y = relaxed lognormal clock rates using coalescent or Yule tree priors in BEAST,
respectively; rlc-c/rlc-y = random local clock rates using coalescent or Yule tree
priors in BEAST, respectively; MB + d8 = MrBayes + Pathd8; MB + r8s = MrBa-
yes + r8s; T = threshold genetic distance from the branch tips where the coalescent-
speciation transition occurred; NC = number of clusters (GMYC ‘‘species’’ with more
than one individual); NS = number of GMYC ‘‘species’’ discriminated; MS = number
of morphospecies identified from 31 selected external morphological characters;
CI = confidence intervals of GMYC ‘‘species’’; L0 = likelihood of null model;
LGMYC = likelihood of GMYC model; LR = likelihood ratio with significance indicated
by an asterisk.
* p < 0.01.
3. Results

3.1. Sequence divergence

We obtained 171 COI, 160 cyt b and 121 wg sequences from a
total of 233 individuals assigned to Notiospathius (225 specimens),
Masonius (four specimens), Tarasco (two specimens) and Spathius
(one specimen, outgroup). The rate of sequencing success generally
depended of the age of preservation of the specimens. The maxi-
mum age of specimens preserved in ethanol from which we were
able to obtain sequences was 17 years. The DNA sequence variation
of the mt and nuclear datasets examined is summarised in Table 1.
All sequences were considered for the different analyses per-
formed, regardless of the fact that several of them had identical
haplotypes. The COI fragment had more base-pairs than either
the cyt b or the wg gene fragments, and it also contained
the highest number of variable sites and unique haplotypes
(COIcommon = 106; cyt bcommon = 100; wg = 81). However, on a per-
base-pair level, the COIcommon, cyt bcommon and wg sites are variable
respectively at 46.3%, 61.3% and 34.4%, indicating that cyt b has the
highest nucleotidic substitution rate.

3.2. Species delimitation analyses

The results of the GMYC analyses performed for the wg,
COIcommon, cyt bcommon and bothcommon datasets are presented in
Table 2. The threshold (T) values indicating the time of transition
between coalescence and speciation branching patterns occurred
on the ultrametric trees varied from �0.9 (MB + d8 wg) to �10.6
(MrBayes + r8s COIcommon). These considerable differences of T val-
ues are not comparable due to the distinct scale values given to the
relative ages on the ultrametric trees generated by the programs
BEAST, r8s and Pathd8.

All the analyses yielded a high number of GMYC species
represented by a single individual. The number of GMYC species
recovered with the different methods and parameters employed
for reconstructing ultrametric trees ranged from 60
(MrBayes + Pathd8) to 75 (BEAST-rlc-y) for COIcommon, from 69
Table 1
Sequence variation for the five datasets examined.

Data sets n Base pairs H VS PIS

COIcommon 123 529 107 245 216
cyt bcommon 123 344 101 211 182
COIall 183 529 145 253 221
cyt ball 160 344 129 217 188
Wg 121 410 81 141 118
bothcommon 123 873 – 456 398
bothall 220 873 – 470 409

n = number of sequences; H = number of haplotypes; VS = variable sites; PIS = par-
simoniously informative sites.
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(BEAST-e-y) to 87 (BEAST-rlc-y) for cyt bcommon, from 46 (MrBa-
yes + r8s) to 113 (BEAST-rlc-y) for wg, and from 77 (BEAST-l-c) to
81 (MrBayes + r8s) for bothcommon (Table 2). The range of confi-
dence interval differences for the number of GMYC species delin-
eated with the eight different sets of parameters and methods
was generally narrower for COIcommon (11–35), followed by cyt
bcommon (10–74) and wg (10–119). The confidence interval differ-
ences for the number of GMYC species delineated with the four dif-
ferent sets of parameters and methods applied to the bothcommon

dataset ranged from nine to 21.
3.3. Molecular versus morphological species delimitations

The 233 individuals examined in this study were placed in a to-
tal of 100 morphospecies (see Supplementary material S2). The
121 wg, 171 COIall and 160 cyt ball sequences belonged to 54, 86
and 76 morphospecies, respectively. Sixty-five of the 100 discrim-
inated morphospecies have sequences both for COI and cyt b,
whereas 95 of them have sequences for at least one of the two
mt markers. A comparison of the levels of incongruence between
our delimited morphospecies and the GMYC species is given in
Table 3.
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Table 3
Levels of incongruence observed between species delimited with the different GMYC analyses and our morphospecies identifications based on examination of 31 selected
external morphological characters.

Marker/matrix Incongruence Quantitative difference

Method Split Fused Misplaced Total % Differences % Increase/decrease

COIcommon e-c 6 1 8 15 21.7 4.6
e-y 9 1 7 17 23.6 9.2
l-c 6 1 6 13 18.8 6.2
l-y 6 0 9 15 21.4 6.2
rlc-c 5 3 8 16 24.6 0
rlc-y 11 0 7 18 24.0 15.4
MB + d8 2 5 8 15 25.0 7.7
MB + r8s 6 1 9 16 23.9 3.1
Average (+/� s.d.) 6.4 (2.7) 1.5 (1.7) 7.8 (1.0) 15.6 (1.5) 22.9 (2.1) 4.6 (6.7)

cyt bcommon e-c 14 0 0 14 17.5 21.5
e-y 21 0 0 21 24.1 32.3
l-c 10 1 0 11 14.7 13.8
l-y 6 0 0 6 8.2 12.3
rlc-c 13 0 0 13 16.5 21.5
rlc-y 6 3 0 9 13.0 6.1
MB + d8 6 1 1 8 11.3 9.2
MB + r8s 6 3 1 10 14.5 6.2
Average (+/� s.d.) 10.3 (5.5) 1 (1.3) 0.3 (0.5) 11.5 (4.6) 15.0 (4.7) 15.4 (9.1)

wg e-c 55 0 0 55 50.5 101.9
e-y 54 0 1 55 50.9 100
l-c 18 0 2 20 28.7 31.5
l-y 51 0 0 51 48.6 94.4
rlc-c 48 0 0 48 47.1 88.9
rlc-y 59 0 0 59 52.2 109.3
MB + d8 5 8 0 13 25.5 5.6
MB + r8s 6 14 1 21 45.7 14.8
Average (+/� s.d.) 37 (23.2) 2.8 (5.3) 0.5 (0.8) 40.3 (18.8) 43.7 (10.5) 63.2 (51.3)

bothcommon l-c 12 0 0 12 15.6 18.5
l-y 13 0 0 13 16.5 21.5
MB + d8 13 0 0 13 16.5 21.5
MB + r8s 15 0 0 15 18.5 24.6
Average (+/� s.d.) 13.3 (1.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 13.3 (1.3) 16.8 (1.2) 21.5 (2.5)

Ultrametric tree reconstructions with the following parameters: e-c/e-y = relaxed exponential clock rates using coalescent or Yule tree priors in BEAST, respectively; l-c/l-
y = relaxed lognormal clock rates using coalescent or Yule tree priors in BEAST, respectively; rlc-c/rlc-y = random local clock rates using coalescent or Yule tree priors in
BEAST, respectively; MB + d8 = MrBayes + Pathd8; MB + r8r = MrBayes + r8s; Average (+/� standard deviation) = average of differences for all methods for each marker;
split = number of morphospecies containing two or more GMYC species; fused = number of morphospecies merging two or more GMYC ‘‘species’’; misplaced = morpho-
species whose specimens appeared placed in separate sequence clusters; total = total number of incongruent species between morphology and GMYC analyses; % differ-
ences = percentage of incongruent species between morphology and GMYC analyses ((total differences/GMYC ‘‘species’’) � 100); quantitative difference = percentage of
increase/decrease of GMYC species with regards to number of morphospecies.
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All but four of the analyses recovered more GMYC species than
the morphospecies included in each dataset (54 morphospecies for
wg, and 65 for the separate mt and bothcommon datasets, respec-
tively). Overall, the levels of incongruence between morphospecies
and GMYC species were lower for cyt bcommon than for the remain-
ing separate and concatenated datasets. The set of methods and
parameters with the lowest incongruence with morphology for
each marker were BEAST-l-c for COIcommon (incongruence = 18.8%),
BEAST-l-y for cyt bcommon (incongruence = 8.2%) and MrBa-
yes + Pathd8 for wg (incongruence = 25.5%). Incongruence in the
BEAST-l-c COIcommon analysis was composed of six split, one fused
and seven misplaced morphospecies, in the BEAST-l-y cyt bcommon

analysis of six fused morphospecies and in the MrBayes + Pathd8
wg analysis of five split and eight fused morphospecies. These anal-
yses recovered 69 [COIcommon: confidence interval (CI) = 61–78,
LR = 58.2; p < 0.001], 73 (cyt bcommon: CI = 62–86, LR = 41.9;
p < 0.001) and 51 (wg: CI = 33–62, LR = 6.69; p = 0.08) GMYC spe-
cies, respectively. Of the four sets of methods and parameters ap-
plied to the COI + cyt b dataset (bothcommon), the BEAST-l-c
analysis was the most congruent with morphology (incongru-
ence = 18.6%; CI = 67–88, LR = 48.8; p < 0.01), yielding an ultramet-
ric tree that resulted in 77 delineated GMYC species. The number of
GMYC species constituted by sequence clusters in the above sepa-
rate and combined analyses ranged from 19 (BEAST-l-c COIcommon)
to 23 (BEAST-l-y cyt bcommon).
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Fig. 1 shows a Bayesian ultrametric tree (bothall; MrBa-
yes + Pathd8) that summarises the congruence/incongruence
found between the morphospecies identified and the GMYC spe-
cies recovered by the COIall, cyt ball and wg datasets using the se-
lected sets of parameters and methods. A list with the GMYC
species recovered for each marker/method/parameter combination
can be found in the Supplementary material (S3). The ultrametric
trees that yielded the lowest levels of incongruence for COIcommon

(BEAST-l-c), cyt bcommon (BEAST-l-y), bothcommon (BEAST-l-c) and
wg (MrBayes + Pathd8) and their GMYC species obtained are
shown in the Supplementary materials S4–S7, respectively. The
trees recovered with the remaining analyses performed can be pro-
vided by the authors upon request.

When COIall and cyt ball were analysed with the sets of methods
and parameters that gave the most congruent results with mor-
phology they recovered 94 and 88 GMYC species (COIall: CI = 86–
99, LR = 104.0; cyt ball: CI = 85–106, LR = 46.7; p < 0.001 in both
cases), respectively, 64 and 67% of which were singletons. Levels
of incongruence with morphology in the latter analyses were of
24.4% for COIall and of 17.1% for cyt ball, and their incongruence
consisted of 12 split and nine misplaced and of 12 split and one
fused morphospecies, respectively. The concatenated mt dataset
with missing data (bothall) had 220 terminal taxa, of which 97
(44.1%) only had sequences for one or the other mt gene. The ultr-
ametric tree constructed using BEAST-l-c for bothall obtained 107
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GMYC species (CI = 97–118, LR = 88.2; p < 0.01), of which 60.7%
were singletons. The incongruence between this concatenated
dataset and morphology was higher than that obtained in the sep-
arate analyses of the mt datasets (25.2%; 14 split, four fused and
nine misplaced morphospecies). Moreover, the GMYC analysis of
bothall maintained most of the misplaced morphospecies also
found in the separate analyses of the COI marker. The ultrametric
trees reconstructed for COIall, cyt ball and bothall and their GMYC
species recovered can be found in the Supplementary materials
S8–S10, respectively.

Only 15 species were supported by COIall, cyt ball, wg and mor-
phology, this due to the high incongruence of species recovered
with wg compared to those obtained with the mt markers and
morphology and by the lower number of sequences generated for
this nuclear marker. A total of 64 and 55 species were supported
by COIall and morphology and by Cyt ball and morphology, respec-
tively. Of these species, 16 contained specimens that were only se-
quenced for COI and seven only for cyt b, whereas 48 were
supported by morphology and the two mt markers. The number
of concordant species in the concatenated mt datasets and mor-
phology was 54 and 66 for bothcommon and bothall, respectively.
Some species supported by COIall and morphology and cyt ball

and morphology, however, were not supported by bothall and mor-
phology (see Supplementary material S3). A list with the species
supported by morphology and by all the GMYC analyses performed
is given in Supplementary material (S3).

Seven additional GMYC species were recovered by our selected
COIcommon and cyt bcommon analyses but not by morphology (see Sup-
plementary material S3). Two of these GMYC species were merged in
a single morphospecies having individuals from different, isolated
localities in Colombia. One of these GMYC species has specimens
from the southwest (department of Valle de Cauca, voucher Nos.
CNIN 430, 530) and the other from the southeast (department of
Vaupés, voucher Nos. 536) of the country. A third GMYC species con-
tains specimens from northern Venezuela (voucher Nos. CNIN 362,
367, 382, 561, 564), which were grouped in one morphospecies to-
gether with individuals from the same region and Trinidad and Toba-
go whose GMYC species were not supported by both mt markers.
Finally, the remaining four GMYC species have specimens from
two localities in Mexico corresponding to two morphospecies, two
having individuals from Los Tuxtlas, Veracruz (voucher Nos. CNIN
389 and CNIN 364, 634 and 635, respectively), and two with speci-
mens from Sierra de Juárez, Oaxaca (voucher Nos. CNIN 448, 452,
457–58, 462–64, 468–71, 479 and CNIN 379–80, 446–47, 453, 459,
461). We examined additional external morphological features oth-
ers than the 31 originally selected for the specimens of the above se-
ven GMYC species supported by both mt markers but did not find
consistent variation differentiating them.
4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison of tree building methods and parameters in species
delineation

Estimating divergence times accurately is a crucial step for
delineating species employing the GMYC method. Currently, BEAST
is becoming the most widely used program for calculating diver-
gence time estimates since it simultaneously reconstructs phyloge-
netic relationships; it is also being the only program of its kind that
allows the implementation of different branch rate models (Drum-
mond et al., 2006). Our results agree with the use of BEAST for
reconstructing the ultrametric trees scaled to time needed for
delineating GMYC species because the results obtained were more
congruent with morphology than those of the other programs
examined (MrBayes, r8s, Pathd8).
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We also found that the accuracy of the GMYC method is sensitive
to the branch rate model implemented, since our trees obtained with
the lognormal clock rate recovered more GMYC species that were
congruent with morphology than the trees built with the other
two branching rate models explored. Previous studies carried out
with both simulated and real DNA sequence data have revealed that
the lognormal rate model generally recovers more accurate clock
estimates and phylogenetic relationships than the exponential rate
model (Drummond et al., 2006; Monaghan et al., 2009; Wertheim
et al., 2010). These findings are concordant with our GMYC analyses,
which favour the ultrametric trees obtained using the lognormal
clock rate, whereas the exponential clock rate often leads to species
overestimation. Regarding the recently developed random local
clock (Drummond and Suchard, 2010), which allows for different
rates to be applied to sub-trees, it may not have brought any advan-
tage to our datasets because the evolutionary rates among their lin-
eages do not vary considerably.

The performance of the Yule and coalescence priors for estimat-
ing branch lengths in our analyses varied with respect to the mar-
ker examined, with the former one having the highest congruence
with morphology using cyt b and the latter using COI and wg. The
coalescent prior reconstructs large phylogenetic trees without
altering the number of substitutions per site of its branch lengths
by reducing the substitution rate accordingly, reason why this
prior performs better with lower rates (Drummond et al., 2002).
This explains the better performance of the coalescent prior in
our study in analyses using the COI gene, which has a lower evolu-
tionary rate than cyt b, and remarks the need to test both priors in
order to obtain more accurate species delineations in GMYC
analyses.

All our GMYC analyses recovered a high number of singletons,
that is, species represented by a single sequence. Monaghan et al.
(2009) mentioned that their species delineation analyses appeared
to perform well despite the fact that approximately 60% of their
GMYC species recovered were singletons. Similarly, most of our
GMYC analyses were fairly congruent with our morphological
identifications despite the high number of singletons that they
recovered (e.g. 64% and 67% of singletons in the COIall and cyt ball

analyses, respectively). Our results therefore confirm that a high
proportion of singletons in GMYC analyses do not seem to nega-
tively influence the performance of the model. In addition, it ap-
pears that the GMYC method performs well despite the inclusion
of a number of haplotypes represented by two or more sequences.

4.2. Performance of mt and nuclear markers

Our species delineation analyses with cyt b were generally more
congruent with our discriminated morphospecies than the analy-
ses with COI. The cyt b gene has a higher nucleotide substitution
rate than COI at species or lower levels in insects (Simmons and
Weller, 2001). The former gene can therefore show variation where
COI lacks it in recently derived species. This is supported by studies
that revealed that the barcoding region sometimes has minimal, or
even lacks, nucleotidic variation in morphologically distinct spe-
cies (Burns et al., 2008b; McFadden et al., 2011), thus demonstrat-
ing the necessity of using faster evolving markers for resolving
species limits in diverse, closely related taxa. Moreover, some of
the species clusters recovered by COI were evidently misleading
in light of our morphological identifications, which were instead
congruent with the species delimited by cyt b. This difference in
signal of the two mt markers, despite being from two linked genes,
thus supports the importance of not relying on only one source of
evidence in order to avoid incorrect phylogenetic inferences.

The nuclear marker employed in this work had the highest
levels of incongruence with respect to morphological and mt
data. Recently diverged species are expected to exhibit more
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Fig. 1. Bayesian ultrametric tree reconstructed with the bothall dataset using MrBayes and Pathd8 summarising the congruence/incongruence found between the
morphospecies identified and the GMYC species recovered by COIall, cyt ball and wg using the selected sets of parameters and methods. Names of terminal taxa include their
voucher numbers and the three-letter-code referring to the country where the specimen was collected (Bra = Brazil, Col = Colombia, Cri = Costa Rica, Cub = Cuba,
Dom = Dominican Republic, Ecu = Ecuador, Fgu = French Guyana, Mex = Mexico, Tri = Trinidad and Tobago, Ven = Venezuela). Numbers to the right of terminal taxa indicate
their assigned morphospecies (Msp.). Horizontal lines indicate singletons, vertical lines (or no lines) join individuals assigned to same morphospecies. Letters C, B and W to
the right of morphospecies numbers indicate their incongruence with the GMYC species recovered with the COI, cyt b and wg ultrametric trees reconstructed using BEAST-l-c,
BEAST-l-y and MrBayes + Pathd8, respectively. Black circles above/below branches represent Bayesian posterior probability values P0.95.
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polyphyletic gene trees using nuclear loci relative to mt loci due to
their larger effective population size (Funk and Omland, 2003;
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Hudson and Turelli, 2003), thus making the use of mt markers
more reliable in reconstructing phylogenies of closely related
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species. This and the lower amplification success of the wg gene
fragment led us to exclude it for delimiting species in the group
examined.

Based on our results, one can see that the performance of con-
catenated datasets in GMYC species delineation analyses could be
limited by the degree of mismatch displayed by the markers in-
cluded and by their different amounts of informative variation.
Our concatenated mt dataset with missing data (bothall) had
44.1% mismatch and failed to recover some morphospecies whose
specimens were only sequenced, and therefore only supported,
either for COIall or cyt ball. Moreover, some clusters of specimens
whose morphological congruence was concordant with cyt ball

but not by COIall were not recovered by the concatenated datasets,
which instead recovered the doubtful species clustering yielded by
the latter marker. This could be because the nucleotidic variation
of COI supporting the above incorrect species clusters was higher
than the variation of cyt b that was congruent with morphology.
It is commonly assumed that concatenating different gene mark-
ers, especially when they are linked as in the case of mt genes, re-
duces the stochastic effects of small datasets, and therefore
improves the phylogenetic signal of the data. Some authors, how-
ever, have suggested that multigene phylogenetics can lead to
incorrect phylogenetic inferences by giving more weight to a par-
ticular gene thus producing the wrong kind of average (Kubatko
and Degnan, 2007; Degnan and Rosenberg, 2006). We therefore
followed a conservative approach and delineated species based
on the congruence observed among the markers examined sepa-
rately (see below). Further studies employing various gene mark-
ers with different levels of mismatch will help to better
understand the performance of concatenated datasets in GMYC
analyses.

4.3. Species diversity in Notiospathius

Species boundaries studies based on integrative strategies that
make use of both DNA sequence and morphological data, as well
as more rigorous methods, are increasingly being conducted (e.g.
Monaghan et al., 2009; Hawlitschek et al., 2011; Heethoff et al.,
2011). In this study, we followed an integrative approach for rap-
idly identifying the number of species belonging to a large, under-
studied insect group. Our results have helped us identify a number
of ‘‘stable’’ (sensu Padial and De la Riva, 2010) species, in the sense
that they are supported by different lines of evidence that are not
in conflict (morphology, at least one of the two mt markers and in
some cases wg) and were subjected to a corroboration assessment
through implementation of a coalescent-based method.

Based on the results obtained from the GMYC analysis of the
separate mt datasets (COIall, cyt ball), a total of 71 species (67 Noti-
ospathius, two Tarasco, and two Masonius spp.) can be unambigu-
ously distinguished from the specimens examined. Moreover, we
consider the seven GMYC species assigned to Notiospathius that
were supported by both mt markers but not by morphology as po-
tential cryptic species/pseudocryptic species, though this needs to
be confirmed by additional nuclear sequence data (Smith et al.,
2011). A list with the voucher numbers of the specimens belonging
to our 71 ‘‘stable’’ species and the seven potential cryptic species
can be found in the Supplementary material (S3). Only two of these
unambiguously delimited species are currently described. Several
of these species will be described shortly using the morphological
and molecular information obtained from this study (Zaldívar-
Riverón et al., unpublished data).

We still expect to discover a considerably higher number of
undescribed species, since our specimen sampling was geographi-
cally scattered and superficial. This remarkable species diversity in
a Neotropical braconid genus appears to be only lower than that
found in the microgastrines Cotesia and Apanteles, the braconine
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Bracon, the rogadine Aleiodes and the doryctine Heterospilus (Yu
et al., 2005). These genera, however, are not restricted to the Neo-
tropics. We also found support for the placement of Hansonorum as
a junior synonym Notiospathius (De Jesús-Bonilla et al., 2011)
based on our morphological examinations and the molecular evi-
dence obtained. We discovered that some of our stable species
show intraspecific variation in the presence/absence of a tubercle
on the hind coxa (see Supplementary material S2), which was
the only feature previously employed to distinguish these genera
(Marsh, 2002). Moreover, our phylogenetic analyses, carried out
separately with two fast evolving mt and one nuclear marker,
though regarded with caution, all suggest that there are multiple
gains and losses of the aforementioned morphological feature. Fur-
ther molecular phylogenetic studies will give insight on the evolu-
tion of this group of parasitoid wasps.
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